Introduction
Cancer is one of the leading causes of death, with metastasis the cause of over 90% of cancer-related mortality [1] . Metastasis is initiated when cancer cells from a primary tumor invade the surrounding tissue, where they can then enter the bloodstream or lymphatic system to translocate to anatomically distant organs. Tumor cells may then exit the circulation, migrate into tissues, and proliferate to form secondary tumors. Surgical intervention, chemotherapy, and radiation are typically effective at treating primary tumors. However, metastases are difficult to detect, target, and treat therapeutically, and typically signal a poor patient prognosis, as only one in five patients diagnosed with metastatic cancer will survive > 5 years [1, 2] .
Nanoparticles have shown promise in the treatment of cancer. Perhaps one of the most well-known nanoparticle formulations currently in the clinic is liposomal doxorubicin (LP-Dox) (Doxil Ò ), used to treat over 300,000 patients annually for Kaposi's sarcoma and ovarian cancer [3] . The advent of nanoparticles has reduced systemic toxicity of traditionally administered chemotherapeutics, enabled the controlled release of multiple small-molecule drugs and proteins for continuous therapeutic delivery, and led to the development of targeting specific tumor cells within the body. Despite these advancements, it remains a challenge to deliver nanoparticle platforms in patients with advanced forms of cancer. Most nanoparticle formulations rely on the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect for delivery to tumors, but the experimental patient data supporting this mechanism are limited [4] , and elevated fluid pressures within the tumor can act to transport therapeutics back into the bloodstream. Additionally, when cancer cells enter the bloodstream as circulating tumor cells (CTCs), they are difficult to target before metastasis formation due to the fact that they are surrounded by billions of blood cells within vessels. Since nanoparticle platforms are typically administered systemically, disseminated tumor cells in tissues without a well-defined vascular structure can also be difficult to reach [2] . Additionally, hypoxic regions of tumors do not have a well-defined vasculature, making systemic of delivery of nanoparticles inefficient [5, 6] . For advanced nanoparticle platforms to fulfill their potential, new strategies must be developed to locally guide nanoparticles to poorly vascularized tumor tissue and CTCs.
Leukocytes have recently received much attention in the treatment of cancer, particularly in the field of cancer immunotherapy, which utilizes the innate ability of leukocyte subpopulations to elicit antitumor immunity [7] . In a distinct avenue of therapy, leukocytes, which share similar migration patterns to tumor cells in blood and tissue, can also be utilized to carry current nanoparticle formulations to tumor sites that are difficult to reach via systemic administration of nanoparticles alone. Herein, we review recent advances in utilizing leukocytes as carriers of nanoparticles for targeted cancer drug delivery. We first discuss current nanoparticle platforms that are utilized in the treatment of cancer. Similarities in leukocyte and tumor cell migration in complex microenvironments such as blood and tumor tissue are then reviewed, with particular emphasis on cell margination in blood, adhesive interactions with the vessel wall, and migration along chemoattractant gradients to tumors and inflammatory sites. Methods to functionalize nanoparticles to leukocytes are also discussed, such as surface functionalization and internalization within cells. Finally, we review recent in vitro and in vivo strategies that have been developed to use leukocytes to deliver cancer drugs to tumors and CTCs.
Current nanoparticle platforms for delivery of cancer drugs
Various nanoparticle formulations have been developed for the delivery of cancer drugs, and have already been discussed in detail elsewhere [2, 8, 9] . Here, currently utilized nanoparticle platforms are overviewed within the following broad categories: polymeric nanoparticles, liposomes, metals, carbon and halloysite nanotubes, and molecular targeted nanoparticles ( Table 1) .
Polymers
Polymeric materials comprise perhaps the largest category of nanoparticles for the delivery of cancer drugs, with many formulations currently in preclinical or clinical trials [9, 10] . Composed mainly of biocompatible and biodegradable polymers, most polymeric nanoparticles are synthesized using a self-assembly process using block copolymers consisting of multiple polymers of varying hydrophobicity. In an aqueous environment the copolymers will form core-shell particles, with hydrophobic polymers forming the core to minimize aqueous exposure, and hydrophilic polymers forming the shell to stabilize the core (Table 1) [11] [12] [13] . The shell of the nanoparticle provides steric protection, while the core allows for a high loading capacity of hydrophobic small-molecule drugs, in addition to macromolecules such as nucleic acids and proteins [14] . Poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)-based biodegradable nanoparticles are perhaps the most notable, as these materials are approved by the US Food and Drug Administration and can be utilized to deliver a variety of cancer drugs [15, 16] .
Polymers such as poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and chitosan have also been utilized to develop polymeric nanoparticles [17, 18] . Like PLGA, PLA nanoparticles possess desirable biodegradable properties with low toxicity [19] , in addition to slightly negative surface charge. PLA nanoparticles have been used to create nanoparticle--aptamer bioconjugates with RNA aptamers to specifically target drugs to prostate-specific membrane antigen, a marker overexpressed in prostate cancer epithelial cells [11] . Chitosan, a polysaccharide with structural characteristics similar to glycosaminoglycans [20, 21] , has been widely utilized in the pharmaceutical and biomedical fields due to its biodegradable and biocompatible properties, in addition to its ability to serve as a carrier of hydrophilic drugs [22, 23] . Encapsulation of doxorubicin--dextran conjugates within chitosan nanoparticles has been shown to reduce the toxic side effects of doxorubicin while enhancing the therapeutic efficacy in the treatment of solid tumors in vivo [22] . One concern with utilizing polymeric nanoparticles is that most possess a heterogeneous nanoparticle structure, as evidenced by a high polydispersity index (Table 1) . However, certain methods can now produce polymeric nanoparticles with near-homogeneous size distributions [24] . A key advantage of polymeric nanoparticle systems is their numerous controlled-release properties. The release of drugs from polymeric nanoparticles can be controlled by a variety of mechanisms, including surface or bulk erosion, diffusion through the polymer matrix, swelling or shrinking followed by diffusion, and by local changes in the environment, such as pH and temperature changes [2] .
Liposomes
Lipids are amphiphilic small molecules that can selfassemble into nanoparticles referred to as liposomes, spherical nanoscale vesicles that possess an aqueous core. Perhaps one of the first nanoparticle platforms to be utilized in medicine [25] , liposomes contain either a single or multiple bilayers consisting of a variety of lipid types, both natural and synthetic [26] . Liposomes can be easily tailored in terms of size and carrying capacity, and can range from tens to hundreds of nanometers in diameter (Table 1) . Their versatility as a therapeutic carrier for both water-soluble and insoluble drugs is a key advantage, as the aqueous core of liposomes allows for the encapsulation of hydrophilic agents, while the lamellae can be utilized for the encapsulation of hydrophobic agents.
Liposomal nanoparticles do pose delivery challenges, however, due to their instability and burst drug release. Additionally, liposomes rapidly clear to the reticuloendothelial system upon injection into the bloodstream, and can also be uptaken by phagocytic leukocytes. To combat this effect, liposomes have been coated with PEG to enhance circulation time and improve stability [26] . Clinically, over a dozen liposomal formulations are approved for use, including Myocet Ô and Doxil, with many others currently undergoing preclinical and clinical trials [27, 28] .
Metals
Metal nanoparticles, typically composed of biocompatible, inert metals such as gold and titanium, have been extensively studied as a therapeutic platform for thermoablation of tumor cells [29] . Under exposure to near-infrared (NIR) light, gold nanoparticles such as nanoshells and nanorods can release energy, which heat tumor tissue and result in tumor cell death (Table 1) [30] . This can also cause coagulation within the tumor vasculature, which can enhance the effects of other targeted therapeutics [31] . Conversely, metal nanoparticles have also been utilized for the controlled release of chemotherapeutics [32] , and can be functionalized with therapeutic ligands [33] . Various forms of metal nanoparticles have proven to be effective imaging agents for diagnosis and early detection of cancer [34, 35] . The long-term effects of metal nanoparticle delivery of cancer therapeutics are still being investigated, as a fraction of the particles are retained within the body after administration, and can induce unwanted toxicity after repeated doses [36] .
Carbon nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are well-ordered allotropes of carbon with a cylindrical nanostructure. CNTs have a uniquely high aspect ratio, with lengths ranging from hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers, and diameters ranging from 0.4 to 2.0 nm for single-walled CNTs (SWNTs) to 2 --100 nm for multi-walled CNTs [37] . Similar to metal nanoparticles, SWNTs can emit heat when they absorb energy from NIR light. The extensive surface area of SWNTs has been utilized for functionalization of antibodies specific to tumor cells for highly specific thermal ablation 
, which targets VEGF to inhibit tumor angiogenesis [44, 45] , imatinib (Gleevec Ò ) for inhibiting tyrosine kinases to treat chronic myelogenous leukemia [46] , and trastuzumab (Herceptin Ò ) to target human EGFR type 2 for the treatment of breast cancer [47, 48] . The success of these therapies has led to extensive studies combining targeting molecules with therapeutic-containing nanoparticles. Ligands or antibodies conjugated to nanoparticles typically target proteins on the tumor cell surface, which can then be internalized by tumor cells to deliver therapeutics. This approach can partition more nanoparticles to targeted tissues, enhance the concentration of drug achieved within tumors, and limit off-target cytotoxic effects (Table 1) . However, expression of the targeted protein on undesired cell populations can lead to off-target effects, and must be taken into account when choosing an appropriate molecule as the target for targeted nanoparticles.
Despite the recent technological advances in nanoparticle platforms for efficient loading and controlled release of therapeutics, local delivery to cancer sites remains a challenge. Most nanoparticle formulations, even targeted systems, rely on the EPR effect for delivery to tumor sites ( Table 1) . The EPR effect is a combination of: i) enhanced permeability due to a leaky, disorganized tumor vasculature, allowing nanoparticles to enter the tumor interstitial space; and ii) retention of nanoparticles due to a lack of effective lymphatic drainage [49] . This approach has been met with limited success, however, due to factors including elevated interstitial fluid pressure in tumors that can hinder the transport of nanoparticles across the vessel wall [4, 49] . Additionally, there is little experimental data in patients that support this mechanism [4] . The majority of nanoparticle formulations injected systemically rapidly clear to the reticuloendothelial system [50] .
In addition to these delivery obstacles, systemic delivery of nanoparticles is challenged by the lack of vasculature in hypoxic regions of tumors, and the 'needle in a haystack' problem of targeting and treating CTCs in the complex milieu of blood. Thus, new strategies need to be devised to guide nanoparticle therapeutics to target tumor cells.
Tumor cell and leukocyte similarities in function
Leukocytes and tumor cells share common physical properties and adhesive interactions with vascular components. Similarities including their transport within blood, adhesion to the vessel wall, and migration into inflammatory sites in soft tissue can potentially be exploited for efficient delivery of therapeutics.
Margination of CTCs and leukocytes
Despite the fact that CTCs within the bloodstream are exposed to a variety of factors in blood that affect their viability, including immunological stresses, blood cell collisions, and fluid shear stress [51, 52] , a small fraction of these cells are able to survive these conditions, and proliferate to form metastases in anatomically distant organs. CTCs within the bloodstream are very difficult to target and treat within the bloodstream, as the concentration of CTCs in patient blood is on the order of one in a million leukocytes [53] or one in a billion erythrocytes [54] , creating what is known as a 'needle in a haystack' problem. However, what is known about rare CTCs is that they share similar migration characteristics with leukocytes in the bloodstream. Leukocytes tend to collect near the endothelial cell wall in blood vessels, rather than in the center of the vessel, in a passive rheological mechanism termed margination ( Figure 1A ) [55, 56] . During this phenomenon, highly deformable, biconcave-shaped erythrocytes experience a drift velocity away from the vessel wall and collect in the center of vessels, displacing less deformable leukocytes toward the periphery [57] [58] [59] . CTCs, which are closer to the larger volume and spherical shape of leukocytes than the deformable erythrocytes, are also pushed toward the endothelial cell wall. Such margination phenomena can effectively surround CTCs within the circulating leukocyte population, thus making leukocytes a potentially attractive carrier of treatments to CTCs by exploiting their numerous adhesion receptors.
Adhesion of tumor cells and leukocytes to the blood vessel wall
For free-flowing tumor cells and leukocytes to leave the bloodstream and migrate into soft tissues, they must first adhesively interact with endothelial cells that comprise the inner blood vessel wall ( Figure 1B ) [60] . The mechanisms behind leukocyte recruitment to the endothelial cell wall have been extensively studied over the past two decades [61, 62] . Initially, free-flowing leukocytes in the post-capillary venules are captured along the endothelial cell wall, in the presence of wall shear stresses as low as 0.4 --0.5 dyn/cm 2 [63] [64] [65] . After initial tethering, leukocytes exhibit rolling adhesion on the receptor-bearing endothelial cell wall. Rolling adhesion is mediated by selectins expressed on the surface of inflamed endothelial cells, which possess rapid, force-dependent binding kinetics, and selectin ligands on the surface of leukocytes including L-selectin and P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 [66] [67] [68] [69] . Leukocytes can subsequently transition from rolling to firm adhesion to the vessel wall, mediated via intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) on the endothelial cellsurface binding to b 2 integrins on the leukocyte surface, such as macrophage-1 antigen and lymphocyte functionassociated antigen-1 [70] [71] [72] [73] .
CTCs can be captured on the endothelial cell wall in a manner similar to leukocytes ( Figure 1B) . Recent studies have shown that CTCs from various types of tumors possess sialylated carbohydrate ligands on their surface, which cause the tethering and rolling of CTCs on the selectin-bearing endothelial cell wall [74, 75] . Under physiological flow conditions, E-selectin can induce tethering and rolling of cancer cells originating from prostate [76, 77] , breast [78, 79] , and colon [78, 80] . Initial selectin-mediated rolling adhesion of CTCs has been shown to be an important prerequisite to metastasis formation in vivo [81, 82] . For example, the number of spontaneous colon carcinoma metastases formed in vivo decreased by 84% in P-and E-selectin-deficient mice [83] . The remaining 16% of metastases formed within the pulmonary artery as CTCs were not able to transmigrate through the endothelium in the absence of E-selectin. It is not yet fully elucidated which receptors facilitate firm adhesion of CTCs to the endothelial cell wall; however, there is some evidence that the mucin MUC1 can ligate ICAM-1 to enable firm adhesion and subsequent transmigration [84] . Taken together, CTCs and leukocytes share striking similarities in terms of their initial adhesion to the vessel wall. This makes selectin receptors a potentially important mediator between leukocytes and CTCs for drug delivery purposes.
3.3 Tumor cell and leukocyte migration toward chemoattractant gradients Following firm adhesion to the blood vessel wall, leukocytes and tumor cells can transmigrate through the endothelium and migrate along gradients of extracellular matrix-bound or soluble chemoattractants to inflammatory sites and solid tumors ( Figure 1C) . Chemoattractants bind to G-protein--coupled receptors on the surface of leukocytes to activate downstream effectors, which initiate receptor internalization and signal transduction [85, 86] . Such signaling induces the activation of b 2 integrins on the leukocyte surface, which induces cell adhesion, and polarization of the actin cytoskeleton, which facilitates directional sensing and cell polarization [87, 88] . Polarization allows small GTPases, Rac, Cdc42, and PI3K to accumulate at the leading edge of the leukocyte, PTEN tyrosine/ PIP3 phosphatases at the posterior edges, and Rho GTPases and its effectors at the trailing edge [85] . These collectively initiate actomyosin contraction and tail retraction, which induce leukocyte migration [89] . The ability of leukocytes to respond and migrate in the presence of chemoattractants is essential in the response to inflammation, infection, and lymphocyte homing to tissues, to name a few [73, 90, 91] . Chemoattractant gradients also play a major role in tumor cell and leukocyte migration in the context of cancer progression [92, 93] . In the tumor microenvironment, cancer epithelial cells produce higher levels of chemokines than their normal counterparts, in addition to increased expression of chemokine receptors [94] . This creates a highly inflammatory microenvironment that promotes the recruitment of leukocytes such as neutrophils, lymphocytes, and macrophages, which can influence the progression of cancer and its ability to metastasize [95] [96] [97] [98] . Additionally, tumor cells can acquire chemoattractant receptors during transformation, and migrate along gradients typically utilized by leukocytes to form metastases in anatomically distant organs [86] . Leukocyte and tumor cell localization within difficult-to-reach tumor sites, along with their similarities in terms of migration to tissues, can be utilized to locally deliver agents such as therapeutics to induce cancer cell death, or anti-inflammatory agents to suppress the ability of leukocytes to promote the tumor microenvironment.
Methods to attach nanoparticles to leukocytes
The drug delivery vehicles described above can be attached to leukocytes using a variety of methods, ranging from cellsurface functionalization to internalization within leukocytes. Depending on the type of therapeutic delivered, the type of leukocyte targeted, and the site of delivery, one or a combination of functionalization methods may be needed for nanoparticle attachment.
Receptor-mediated adhesion
Receptor--ligand interactions are a potentially advantageous method to bind nanoparticles to the surface of leukocytes (Figure 2A ), due to their reliability, reproducibility, and ability to trigger potentially desired cell-receptor activation and signal transduction in vivo. For example, B-cells expressing CD44 have been utilized to bind cellular 'backpacks' via interactions with its natural ligand, hyaluronic acid [99] . This approach has also been utilized to bind delivery vehicles to T-cells and macrophages [100] [101] [102] . Natural variations in receptor--ligand affinities must be taken into account, and could affect the binding strength of a nanoparticle to the leukocyte surface. Certain receptors on the leukocyte surface can also undergo matrix metalloproteinase-mediated shedding [103, 104] , which can act to cleave nanoparticles bound to the leukocyte surface. Receptors can also be internalized by leukocytes due to a variety of factors, one being fluid shear stress exposure [69, 105] , and must be taken into account if surface presentation of nanoparticles is desired rather than loading within the cell. Additionally, potential nonspecific receptor--ligand interactions with off-target cells, along with subsequent receptor activation and signaling, must be considered for in vivo applications. If utilized properly, however, multiple receptor types may be conjugated to a single particle to mediate the delivery of therapeutics between two cell types, such as leukocytes and cancer cells.
Covalent binding
Covalent coupling of nanoparticles to the surface of leukocytes provides potentially stronger and more stable binding than receptor-mediated adhesion ( Figure 2B ). Traditionally utilized to bind maleimide-functionalized nanoparticles to amino (lysine-NH 2 ) or thiol (cysteine-SH) groups on proteins [106, 107] , similar covalent binding strategies have been used to stably bind nanoparticles to the surface of cells. Leukocytes in particular have many functional groups on their surface, such as thiols and amines, due to their large number of cell-surface proteins [108, 109] . This approach has been utilized to stably attach nanoparticles, composed of materials ranging from liposomes to polymers, to the surface of T-lymphocytes without cytotoxic effects or loss of cell function [110] . In contrast to nanoparticles adsorbed to the surface, which can be removed during simple washing, covalent binding promoted stable attachment that can withstand several washing steps. In addition to prolonged surface retention, covalent binding of nanoparticles to the cell surface can resist nanoparticle internalization, along with potentially undesired receptor activation that could be triggered by receptor-mediated attachment.
Selectin-mediated adhesion
Selectins provide a unique and effective way to rapidly attach nanoparticles to the surface of cells bearing selectin ligands ( Figure 2C ). The rapid, force-dependent binding kinetics of selectins allow for nanoparticles to rapidly bind to the surface of selectin ligand-bearing cells under flow conditions. In particular, in vitro surfaces with immobilized P-selectin--coated liposomes attached themselves to the surface of free-flowing HL60 leukocytes. Utilizing E-selectin--coated liposomes containing the chemotherapeutic doxorubicin, this strategy has also been utilized to attach drug-loaded particles to the surface of free-flowing cancer cells as a form of CTC neutralization [111, 112] . Most recently, selectin-coated nanoparticles have been shown to attach to the surface of leukocytes directly within human blood and within the circulation of mice [113] . This method is currently being employed to deliver apoptosisinducing ligands to cancer cells in the circulation. Given that selectin ligands are expressed on the surface of most circulating leukocytes [67, 90] , selectin-mediated adhesion is advantageous for functionalizing a broad range of cells for therapeutic delivery within the circulation. In contrast to other forms of receptor-mediated attachment, selectins can be used for direct binding to leukocytes within the blood, eliminating the need to isolate leukocytes from blood, with subsequent incubation and culture steps needed for nanoparticle attachment.
Internalization
Nanoparticles can also be internalized by leukocytes for efficient delivery of therapeutics. One method to internalize particles is through the use of the natural phagocytic properties of certain leukocyte subpopulations to ingest particles ( Figure 2D ) [114, 115] . Subpopulations of neutrophils, monocytes, and macrophages all possess phagocytic properties; however, monocytes and macrophages are particularly appropriate due to their longer lifespan and ability to be cultured ex vivo. Known as the 'Trojan Horse' method, this approach has been used to internalize particles such as LP-Dox, gold nanoshells, fluorescent microspheres, and nanozymes within leukocytes [30, [116] [117] [118] [119] . It is important to note that this approach has been limited to certain subpopulations of leukocytes, and thus requires careful ex vivo isolation from blood. Intracellular trafficking of nanoparticles must be taken into account, as internalized nanoparticles can remain trapped within endosomes and either be targeted to lysosomes for degradation [120] , or recycled from the cell [121] . Nanoparticle size, shape, material, surface chemistry, and charge must be taken into account to escape endosomes for release into the leukocyte cytoplasm. Once there, however, biodegradable nanoparticles such as polymers and lipids can potentially release therapeutic within the cell, thus reducing the amount of drug delivered to the target site, and potentially causing unwanted side effects to the leukocyte carrier. The 'Trojan Horse' approach has unique advantages, however, in that it eliminates the need to occupy the cell membrane and potentially interfere with receptor--ligand interactions. Additionally, this approach avoids potential cell-surface receptor shedding, signaling, and internalization that can be encountered with receptor-mediated attachment of nanoparticles.
Leukocytes as carriers of nanoparticles to metastatic cells and tumors: initial results
In recent years, initial results have shown that leukocytes are effective at carrying drugs and nanoparticles to difficult-totarget sites for cancer therapy. Nanoparticles can either be stably attached to the leukocyte surface, or internalized within the cell, to efficiently deliver therapeutics to tumors and to rare CTCs within the bloodstream.
Leukocyte 'trojan horses' for nanoparticle delivery to solid tumors
Initial studies focused on utilizing leukocytes as 'Trojan Horses' for delivery of therapeutics to solid tumors. As tumors grow rapidly, the tumor core becomes distanced from the nearest capillaries, causing tumor cells to become necrotic and/or hypoxic [5, 6] . Additionally, the lack of a vasculature hinders the delivery of nanoparticle-based therapeutics to the core region of the tumor. While nanoparticles may lack the ability to reach these sites, monocytes can be recruited from the peripheral blood to sites of tumors due to chemoattractant gradients. Additionally, monocytes have an innate phagocytic ability, which can be utilized to internalize nanoparticles as a means to carry therapeutics to tumors ( Figure 3A) . Gold nanoshells have been suggested as an ideal therapeutic to be utilized within cellular 'Trojan Horses' [30] , given that they can be uptaken by tumor cells and induce cell death by photoablation via NIR light, which can increase tumor tissue temperature by over 30 C in the presence of nanoshells [122] . Initial work has shown that monocytes successfully phagocytose gold nanoshells over a period of 24 h. Macrophages, which are differentiated from monocytes upon migration into tumors, also successfully phagocytosed gold nanoshells over similar incubation periods. Cell death was induced in nanoshell-containing macrophages via photoablation ( Figure 3B) , which induces the release of nanoshells within the tumor to allow for tumor cell uptake, and subsequent heating and killing of tumor tissue via NIR ( Figure 3C) . In an in vitro model of the macrophage infiltration of the tumor microenvironment, macrophages and gold nanoshells were co-cultured with breast tumor spheroids. Macrophages were found to infiltrate tumor spheroids in vitro, and cell death of macrophages was induced by photoablation.
The 'Trojan Horse' approach has also been exploited to deliver nanoparticles to experimental brain metastases. Nanoparticle uptake in the brain is hindered by physical barriers such as the blood--brain barrier (BBB) and blood--cerebrospinal fluid barrier [123, 124] . However, macrophages of peripheral blood monocyte origin are able to infiltrate brain metastases despite the presence of an intact BBB [125] , and are also present in clinical brain tumor specimens at contents ranging from 4 to 70% [126] . Thus, macrophages have been utilized as 'Trojan Horses' to cross the BBB and deliver therapeutics to metastatic deposits in the brain. Both nanoshells and fluorescent microspheres, utilized for therapeutic and diagnostic purposes, respectively, were successfully phagocytosed and localized within vacuoles in the cytoplasm of monocytes and macrophages [117] . Utilizing brain tumor xenografts in mice, both macrophages and internalized microspheres were found within brain metastases, 24 h post-injection into mice.
The 'Trojan Horse' approach can also be used to deliver chemotherapeutics to tumors in vivo [116] . Utilizing mouse peritoneal macrophages, which were shown to migrate into A549 subcutaneous tumors in vivo, LP-Dox was internalized within macrophages. These remained viable for over 12 h, even at high concentrations of LP-Dox. LP-Dox was released from macrophages and induced cell death in A549 cancer cells in vitro. Upon injection in vivo, macrophages containing LP-Dox infiltrated the interior of A549 subcutaneous tumors, and their migration was characterized via the intrinsic fluorescence of doxorubicin. Additionally, tumor treatment with systemic injections of macrophages containing LP-Dox induced A549 subcutaneous tumor reduction over a 35-day span, compared to controls. Taken together, the ability of monocytes and macrophages to migrate along chemoattractant gradients and penetrate the BBB can be utilized in the 'Trojan Horse' approach to deliver a variety of nanoparticlebased therapeutics and imaging agents to tumor tissues that are typically difficult to target via systemic injection.
Most recently, SWNTs were found to be uptaken almost exclusively by a single subpopulation of leukocytes [127] . SWNTs were injected into the tail vein of mice, and intravital microscopy was used to observe that nanotubes were uptaken into circulating blood cells. Upon blood draw and subsequent Fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis of SWNT+ blood cells, only a specific monocyte subset, known as Ly-6C hi lymphocytes, displayed substantial SWNT uptake. Interestingly, only < 3% of neutrophils, < 1% of lymphocytes, and < 1% of Ly-6C low lymphocytes took up SWNTs, while nearly 100% of Ly-6C hi lymphocytes displayed SWNT uptake. The subpopulation of monocytes containing SWNTs were able to enter the tumor interstitium, and SWNTs functionalized with an arginylglycylaspartic acid (RGD) peptide significantly enhanced the number of monocytes reaching the tumor site. While the mechanisms behind SWNT selectivity to specific leukocyte subpopulations and increased monocyte targeting to tumors in the presence of RGD are not yet understood, identification of specific circulating immune cell populations for the delivery of nanoparticles may have important implications for both cancer therapeutics and diagnostics. Furthermore, the enhanced infiltration of monocytes due to the presence of RGD extends the 'Trojan Horse' approach, demonstrating that the delivery of nanotube-containing monocytes is not merely reliant on the innate homing abilities of monocytes.
Lymphocyte surface engineering for nanoparticle delivery to solid tumors
In addition to uptake and internalization, nanoparticles can also be conjugated to the extensive surface area of leukocytes for delivery into solid tumors. Exploiting the thiol-rich surface of T-lymphocytes, liposomes and lipid-coated polymer nanoparticles with thiol-reactive maleimide headgroups were stably attached to the cell surface, without affecting key cellular functions [110] . Additionally, nanoparticle conjugation to the surface of T-cells was observed to have no effect on their ability to traffic to tumors, thus allowing nanoparticles to be effectively carried to the tumor site. Particles were loaded with cytokines IL-15 and IL-21 to amplify the therapeutic functions of T-cells to treat lung and bone metastases. While systemic injections of free cytokines and T-cells did not have a significant effect on T-cell proliferation within tumors, systemic injection of T-cells carrying cytokineloaded nanoparticles was able to localize them within tumors and cause robust proliferation in vivo. All mice receiving nanoparticle-conjugated T-cells were able to completely eradicate lung and bone tumors.
Further investigation of maleimide-functionalized nanoparticle conjugation to thiols on the T-cell surface has shown the ability to deliver compounds into the T-cell synapse, as a means to boost antitumor immunity [128] . While migrating T-cells carried surface-linked nanoparticles at the uropod, they were rapidly redistributed to the immunological synapse during target tumor cell recognition. To exploit this redistribution, nanoparticles were used to deliver an inhibitor of key phosphatases to downregulate T-cell receptor activation at the synapse, blocking suppressive signals from tumor cells that typically restrain antitumor activity. In vitro, conjugation of inhibitor-encapsulated nanoparticles to the T-cell surface significantly enhanced their proliferation, compared to controls. Conjugation of the loaded nanoparticles also promoted T-cell expansion in orthotopic prostate tumors in vivo, reduced tumor burden, and enhanced survival compared to controls. These results show that leukocyte-mediated delivery of therapeutics can even serve to enhance cancer immunotherapy, by locally delivering the cytokines and inhibitors necessary to enhance the T-cell response with tumors for antitumor immunity in vivo. 
Leukocytes as carriers for targeted cancer drug delivery
Expert Opin. Drug Deliv. (2014) 12 (1) 5.3 Natural killer cell-surface engineering to target lymph node micrometastases Approaches using functionalized leukocytes have been assessed in vitro for the therapeutic targeting of metastasis, which can occur via the vascular or lymphatic circulation [129] . Cancer cells traveling through the lymphatic circulation can lodge within sentinel lymph nodes (SLNs), where they lie dormant for a period of time before forming micrometastases [130] . Also present within the lymphatic circulation and SLNs are many immune cells that typically respond to tumor antigens, such as lymphocytes, macrophages, and antigen-presenting cells. In particular, natural killer (NK) cells have been shown to activate apoptotic pathways in cancer cells [131] , kill most tumor cells within the circulation [132] , and reside within lymph nodes [133] . Despite this, cancer cells continue to evade the host immune response [134] . Evidence of morphological and functional variation in cancer patient SLNs suggests potential immune suppression, which can result in the failure to eliminate micrometastases in SLNs. Thus, the presence of micrometastases within SLNs typically signals a poor prognosis in cancer patients after surgical resection of the primary tumor [135] [136] [137] .
In an attempt to functionalize NK cells to overcome immune suppression, the surface of NK cells was functionalized with TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) liposomes to kill cancer cells in in vitro models of lymph node micrometastases. TRAIL binds to death receptors DR4 and DR5 on the surface of a variety of cancer cell types, which induces apoptosis through intrinsic and extrinsic pathways [138] [139] [140] . Thiolated TRAIL protein and anti-CD57 were covalently bound to maleimide groups on the surface of liposomes ( Figure 4A and B) . Conjugation of liposomes to the surface of NK cells was facilitated by antibody binding to CD57 ( Figure 4C and D) , a marker found on a subpopulation of NK cells [141] . As an in vitro model of SLNs, functionalized NK cells were seeded into microbubbles comprised of polydimethylsiloxane, which mimic both the size and elastic modulus of lymph nodes ( Figure 4E ) [142] . MDA-MB-231, COLO 205, and LNCaP cancer cells, which typically metastasize to lymph nodes, were then cultured within microbubbles containing functionalized NK cells. After 24 h in culture, functionalized NK cells successfully induced cancer cell apoptosis in the in vitro model of SLNs ( Figure 4F ). This approach provides not only an in vitro model to assess the sensitivity of lymph node micrometastases to therapeutics, but also a potential means to enhance the NK cell therapeutic response to micrometastases within lymph nodes, which can become immune suppressive in cancer patients. Further studies will be required to assess successful in vivo functionalization and subsequent localization of NK cells to SLNs, as a means to target metastases within lymph.
Targeting metastatic cells in the bloodstream
Recently, a unique approach termed 'unnatural killer cells', leukocytes functionalized with nanoparticles to target and kill cancer cells within blood, was developed as a means to neutralize CTCs with the potential to form new metastases [113] . To target and kill cancer cells, nanoscale liposomes were functionalized with the adhesion receptor E-selectin (ES) and the apoptosis-inducing ligand TRAIL ( Figure 5A ). Selectins facilitate rapid, force-dependent adhesion to selectin ligands on tumor cells and leukocytes in blood ( Figure 5A) , which then allows TRAIL ligands to come within a reactive distance of death receptors on the cancer cell surface, signaling for cell apoptosis. TRAIL is an ideal therapeutic for this delivery method due to the fact that it preferentially induces apoptosis in cancer cells, while exerting minimal cytotoxic effects on most normal cells [143] . Interestingly, ES/TRAIL liposomes bound remarkably well to the surface of many types of leukocytes in blood under flow conditions ( Figure 5B) , with minimal cytotoxic effects. Upon treatment of cancer cells with ES/TRAIL liposomes in human blood under flow conditions, negligible viable cancer cells remained after only 2 h of treatment ( Figure 5C and D) . While blood typically reduces therapeutic efficacy through cellular internalization and nonspecific binding of the therapeutic to plasma proteins, the ability of ES/TRAIL liposomes to target and kill cancer cells was enhanced in human blood, compared to conditions in buffer alone ( Figure 5E ). Alteration in hematocrit levels ( Figure 5F ), in addition to removal of all ES/TRAIL liposomes unbound to leukocytes in blood, demonstrated that blood cells are essential in the enhanced apoptotic response of cancer cells in blood. Upon addition of ES/TRAIL liposomes to cancer cell-spiked blood, liposomes attach to the surface of leukocytes and are available for inducing apoptosis in cancer cells that they come into contact with ( Figure 5G ). Liposome tethering to the leukocyte surface can also enhance cancer cell apoptosis due to the compressive forces between cancer cells and leukocytes under flow. Compressive forces act to flatten the cancer cell glycocalyx [144] , composed of biologically inert macromolecules, thus allowing TRAIL to come within a reactive distance to the cancer cell death receptors and form bonds. This approach is intended to neutralize CTCs as rare as 1 --100 cells per ml in blood [53, 145] , and margination of leukocytes and CTCs along the vessel wall allows CTCs to essentially become surrounded by the circulating leukocyte population. Thus, upon functionalization of leukocytes in blood, CTCs can essentially be surrounded by both adhesion receptors and therapeutic ligands upon entering the bloodstream, thus increasing the probability of neutralizing rare CTCs before they are able to form new metastases.
Significant progress has been made in utilizing 'unnatural killer cells' to target and kill cancer cells in the peripheral circulation of mice in vivo. ES/TRAIL liposomes were injected into the peripheral circulation of mice ( Figure 5H ), where they successfully tethered to the surface of leukocytes ( Figure 5I) . Following ES/TRAIL liposome injection, tail vein injection of cancer cells was utilized to model leukocyte/CTC interactions within the mouse circulation, representing a common model of lung metastasis [146] [147] [148] [149] since the early work of Fidler et al. [150] [151] [152] . Upon removal of the peripheral blood from the circulation after 2 h via cardiac puncture, negligible viable cancer cells were found remaining compared to controls ( Figure 5J ). Upon examination of the remaining cancer cells within the mouse vasculature using multiphoton microscopy ( Figure 5K ), a decreased number of cancer cells was found in the lungs of treated mice, with the majority of remaining cancer cells labeled as apoptotic in treated mice but not in the control group ( Figure 5L) .
In addition to the advantages of this approach discussed above, tethering liposomes to the surface of leukocytes in blood is beneficial for increasing liposome circulation time, by avoiding renal clearance mechanisms. By focusing the therapeutic effects to within the vascular microenvironment, reduced dosages are needed to target metastatic cells, as the dosages of TRAIL used in this current study were approximately two orders of magnitude lower than the dosages used in human clinical trials of TRAIL protein [153] [154] [155] .
Representing an important first step in targeting CTCs in the bloodstream, the 'unnatural killer cells' approach can potentially be utilized as a preventative measure upon diagnosis of highly metastatic hematogenous cancers that originate from epithelial tissues including breast, prostate, and lung.
Conclusion
Due to their shared ability to marginate in blood, adhesively interact with the blood vessel wall, and migrate along chemoattractant gradients to tumors and sites of inflammation, leukocytes have the potential to guide advanced nanoparticle platforms directed at CTCs and malignant tissues that have not previously been targeted successfully. Nanoparticles can Figure parts reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry [156] . DSPE: 1,2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine; HSPC: hydrogenated soy phosphatidylcholine; NK: Natural killer. be conjugated to the surface of leukocytes via methods such as receptor-mediated adhesion, covalent coupling, and selectinmediated adhesion. Nanoparticles can also be internalized within phagocytic leukocytes, for efficient drug delivery while leaving the cell membrane unoccupied. Leukocyte carriers have proven effective in delivering drugs to solid tumors, models of lymph node metastasis, and cancer cells in the circulation in vivo. The promise of leukocytes as carriers of nanoparticle therapeutics warrants further investigation for applications including drug delivery to CTCs, metastatic tumor sites, and hypoxic regions of tumors, to name a few.
Expert opinion
Over the last several decades, major breakthroughs have been made in the development of advanced nanoparticle platforms for cancer therapy. The size, shape, and porosity of nanoparticles can now be controlled by a variety of methods. Additionally, nanoparticles can be functionalized with various proteins, small-molecule drugs, and nucleic acids, and drug release from nanoparticles can be controlled in a sophisticated manner. While further investigation into the synthesis of such platforms is still warranted, methods to deliver nanoparticles to poorly accessible anatomical regions will be needed for these systems to reach their full therapeutic potential. New strategies need to be pioneered to guide nanoparticles particularly in the field of cancer, where portions of tumor tissue lack an accessible vasculature, and single CTCs are surrounded by billions of cells within blood. Since traditional systemic delivery of nanoparticles can be inefficient for such purposes, leukocytes can provide a new means to direct drugs to target tumor cells while minimizing systemic toxicity that is traditionally observed. Leukocytes have the innate ability to migrate similarly to tumor cells both in blood and within tissues, and utilize chemoattractant gradients to infiltrate solid tumors, making these cells an ideal carrier of nanoparticles. While most nanoparticle formulations typically do not reach the tumor site due to clearance via the reticuloendothelial system, attachment of nanoparticles to leukocytes can act to potentially bypass this mechanism. Carrier leukocytes can also be advantageous in the field of cancer immunotherapy, as adjuvant-loaded nanoparticles can be attached to the surface of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, which can facilitate T-cell therapy directly at the tumor site. By utilizing leukocytes as carriers of adjuvants, systemic toxicity encountered due to multiple adjuvant injections required for T-cell therapies can be minimized.
To assess the potential of leukocytes as carriers for targeted cancer drug delivery, further investigations in vivo are required, particularly those utilizing spontaneous metastasis models. Additionally, studies assessing the effects of nanoparticle attachment and internalization on innate leukocyte functions will be needed, as the long-term effects of such functionalization are not well understood. These emerging studies, however, show that leukocytes are a promising carrier for targeted cancer drug delivery, and can be combined with sophisticated nanoparticle platforms to provide a unique means to target hypoxic regions of tumors, metastases, and rare CTCs with potential to form new metastases. 
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